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Abstract This paper addresses the problem of judgment aggregation in science.
How should scientists decide which propositions to assert in a collaborative document? We distinguish the question of what to write in a collaborative document
from the question of collective belief. We argue that recent objections to the
application of the formal literature on judgment aggregation to the problem of
judgment aggregation in science apply to the latter, not the former question. The
formal literature has introduced various desiderata for an aggregation procedure.
Proposition-wise majority voting emerges as a procedure that satisfies all desiderata
which represent norms of science. An interesting consequence is that not all collaborating scientists need to endorse every proposition asserted in a collaborative
document.
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1 Introduction
Suppose a group of inquirers wants to announce the results of their research to the
world: how should they decide what they declare to be the results of their
investigation? Resolving this question is especially relevant as today the vast
majority of articles found in peer-reviewed scientific journals are authored by
multiple researchers (King 2013). How should a group of collaborating scientists
come to agree about what their collaboration will report as their results?
The literature on judgment aggregation provides a suggestive formal model for
studying this question. However, some philosophers have expressed concerns that
this model is unable to adequately capture the complexities of social interactions in
science, especially deliberative practices (Magnus 2013; Wray 2014). In addition,
List and Pettit (2002) have proven an impossibility theorem which denies the
existence of an aggregation procedure which satisfies universal domain, anonymity
and systematicity; features of a judgment aggregation rule that may seem appealing
in the context of scientific collaboration. These difficulties appear to have made the
application of judgment aggregation to scientific collaborations unattractive. In this
paper, we argue against these criticisms of judgment aggregation and in favor of
proposition-wise majority voting as the most appropriate aggregation procedure for
collaborating scientists.
In Sect. 2, we argue that the question of group belief should be distinguished
from the question of what is reported in a published unit. By published units, we
mean things like articles, papers, books, presentations, online preprints—any form
of statement addressed to the scientific community. We claim that the philosophical
objections regarding the kind of aggregation procedures suggested by formal
models of judgment aggregation apply to the question of group belief rather than to
the question of what to report, which is of independent interest from the perspective
of social epistemology. Opponents and proponents of judgment aggregation have
both assumed that aggregation functions are models of group belief. We use
aggregation functions as models of collective reporting, which avoids the problems
of group belief.
In Sect. 3, we clarify the role of deliberation in collaborative practice and its
relationship to judgment aggregation. We argue that the voting procedures that
results from a judgment aggregation function represent a standard that successful
deliberation must meet, but the voting procedures themselves do not replace
deliberation. Section 4 discusses how we can account for the role of values in
judgment aggregation.
In Sects. 5 and 6 we advance our normative proposal for judgment aggregation
in science. We connect the norms currently endorsed by working scientists with
results in judgment aggregation and show that the former can be simultaneously
satisfied. We argue that proposition-wise majority voting can in fact be a reasonable
aggregation procedure for scientists to adopt when deciding what to report in a
published unit (within a suitably restricted domain). We show that some plausible
alternative proposals fall victim to the impossibility theorems of List and Pettit and
subsequent authors, while our proposal does not.
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Section 7 gives more details on what we take our normative recommendations to
be for two specific applications. We first consider the case of consensus
conferences, a type of conference designed specifically to elucidate the scientific
consensus on a small set of interrelated questions. Consensus conferences have been
particularly popular in the field of medicine, although this popularity has recently
waned (Solomon 2015). The second case we consider is that with which this
introduction began: the problem of collaborative publications.

2 Collective Epistemology and Judgment Aggregation
Collective epistemology is concerned with the study of the knowledge possessed by
social groups. There exist two main approaches to thinking about group knowledge:
summativism and non-summativism. The summativist position is that all group
phenomena can be understood entirely in terms of individual phenomena. For
example, a summativist may claim that what a group believes is simply what all or
the majority of individuals in the group believe. Summativism has been challenged
by divergence arguments, which purport to describe cases when individual beliefs
diverge from the group belief. For example, the group G may believe that p, even if
none of the individual members of G believe that p. These divergence cases have
been taken to support a non-summativist position. Non-summativists argue that a
group is an epistemic subject in its own right and the group belief is distinct from
the individual beliefs. A notable non-summativist position has been defended by
Gilbert (1987, 1992), who has argued for a joint acceptance account of group
knowledge. Under this account, a group is said to believe that p if and only if all or
most members of the group express willingness to accept that p as the view of the
group regardless of whether they personally believe that p, and under conditions of
common knowledge that others in the group are so committing.
In this paper, we do not take a position either for or against summativism. In fact,
our positive thesis is compatible with either a summativist or a non-summativist
account of group belief. The debate between summativism and non-summativism
has obscured what is at stake when determining the epistemic status of a published
piece of work. The target of our discussion is the published unit itself: a set of
propositions which are (logically) related to each other. How can a group of
collaborating scientists come to consensus about the set of propositions to be
reported in a published unit?
Most philosophers have taken a coauthored paper to express the belief of the
group. Here, we take the position that the published unit is analytically separate
from the group belief. A published unit is a public document containing sets of
logically related propositions. Collective belief and the published units produced by
that collective cannot be assumed to be identical. This distinction has mostly been
overlooked in the literature.
A partial exception is Huebner et al. (2017) which treats collective authorship as
a separate issue from collective action or group knowledge. This, however, is
directed towards a different end than our project. Huebner et al. are interested in
methods for ensuring accountable authorship in situations of radical collaboration,
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which are situations that make it difficult to keep track of who contributed what to a
research project. We, on the other hand, are interested in strategies for how a group
may come to write a single report together, which need not involve any difficult
questions of attributing responsibility to coauthors.
The major reason for making the distinction between collective belief and
published unit is that groups may come to them through different processes. A
purely summative belief formation may simply involve the majority of the group
coming to believe that p. The example of a non-summative group belief in Gilbert
(1987) concerns a group of people discussing a poem together. The non-summative
group belief, a certain interpretation of the poem, is established through a
deliberation and dialoguing process. Fagan (2011) argues for a middle way position
where the group belief is established through the interaction between individual
members’ beliefs; she calls this third option interactive belief. But these processes
of collective belief formation do not necessarily describe the construction of a
written document. Wagenknecht (2015) observes that research groups will often
have hierarchical authorship practices, where one or a couple of members are
responsible for writing the final report for publication; the other members may not
contribute to writing the paper at all, even though they may have been integral to the
genesis and development of the ideas presented in the paper. These hierarchical
authorship practices result in a final report which is not necessarily the group belief
as described by the summative, non-summative, or interactive accounts of group
belief formation.
Some philosophers argue that groups cannot be bearers of beliefs, instead groups
can only accept claims. Acceptance of a proposition is a much weaker state than
belief. As Cohen has put it, ‘‘[t]o accept that p, is to have or adopt a policy of
deeming, positing, or postulating that p—i.e., of including that proposition or rule
among one’s premises for deciding what to do or think in a particular context,
whether or not one feels it to be true that p’’ (Cohen 1992, p. 4). Wray (2001) has
argued that ‘collective beliefs’ are not species of belief proper but rather a species of
acceptance. This is because proper beliefs are involuntary and difficult to change
(according to many epistemologists; see Schwitzgebel 2015, Sect. 2.5, and
references therein). According to Wray, groups fail to have proper beliefs because
they often adopt beliefs for realizing practical goals, i.e., voluntarily. Groups are
also prone to change their views, often for irrelevant reasons, whereas proper beliefs
are more stable over time.
Perhaps such philosophers could say that while a collaborative paper may be
separate from a collective belief, the paper can be a set of collectively accepted
propositions. We would have no quarrel with this reading of our proposal: a model
of group acceptance could be made consistent with our view on paper construction
in science. We do not specify one particular theory of group acceptance in this
paper, since the relationships between the various individual attitudes and collective
attitudes is complex and it would take us too far afield to fully delve into the matter
(see List 2014). The important point for us is that we can separate analyses of
collective belief formation from analyses of paper construction. We will argue
throughout this paper that some of the current skepticism about judgment
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aggregation when applied to science is the result of a focus on collective belief
formation instead of weaker attitudes like acceptance and collective reporting.
On the other hand, there are some philosophers who do not outright reject
applying judgment aggregation to science (see Solomon 2006; Wray 2014). Rolin
(2015) is sympathetic to the idea that judgment aggregation can be applied to
science. She argues that judgment aggregation procedures can help individuals in a
research group arrive upon a consistent set of views. She believes that members of a
group ought to jointly commit to a judgment aggregation procedure in order to
‘‘collectivize reason’’. Agreement among members on a judgment aggregation
procedure is key to the group maintaining internal consistency of their views and
reasons. However, she does not describe what such a procedure would be. What
kind of judgment aggregation should scientific research groups be committed to in
order to maintain internal consistency? The solution we offer in Sect. 6 is exactly
such a procedure.

3 The Role of Deliberation
One of the common objections to judgment aggregation approaches is a concern that
voting procedures will replace deliberation. To put this objection starkly, judgment
aggregation results may be read as suggesting that scientists are not allowed to talk
to each other. Instead they are merely to submit their opinions to a black box which
then mechanically aggregates them into a published unit. Magnus, for example,
writes that aggregation procedures treat scientists ‘‘merely as separate inputs to an
algorithm’’ (Magnus 2013, p. 847).
The worry that deliberation may be supplanted by judgment aggregation has been
discussed by Wray (2014), writing in response to Solomon (2006). Solomon has
argued that groups in deliberation are prone to groupthink; for example, members of
a group may be peer pressured into consensus and may suppress relevant evidence
when facing disagreement. She concludes that judgment aggregation, without
deliberation, avoids groupthink and results in a collective view that is in accordance
with all the available evidence. Wray argues that Solomon was too quick to dismiss
deliberation. He claims that in the context of collaborative teams writing a
coauthored paper consensus is necessary to achieve a group view and therefore,
deliberation remains an important process. He argues that there are strategies to
avoid groupthink at different points of a collaborative process. Wray does not
completely reject judgment aggregation, but he thinks it is only sometimes relevant
for collaborative groups.
We agree with Wray that judgment aggregation ought not to replace deliberation
altogether. Collaborative scientific work virtually always involves extensive
deliberation among the collaborators about the results, the implications, and many
other aspects of their work. We do not believe that scientists should stop their
current deliberative practices in favor of a voting procedure.
But we disagree with Wray that consensus (read as unanimity) is necessary if a
group is to publish the results of their research as a coauthored article. Here our
distinction between collective belief and collective reporting does important work.
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Some sort of consensus may be necessary for collective belief, but consensus is not
at all necessary for collective reporting.
The dialectic between our view and that of Wray is subtle. Wray adopts a joint
acceptance account for collective reporting: ‘‘Research teams need to deliberate in
order to reach a consensus about what view will stand as the view of the group’’
(Wray 2014, p. 292). Elsewhere, Wray (2001) has argued for a distinction between
collective acceptance and collective belief; he argues that they pick out different
cognitive states. So for Wray, collective reporting is a kind of collective acceptance,
arrived at through a consensus or joint acceptance. Here we argue for an even
further distinction: collective reporting, separate from collective acceptance, does
not require consensus. We distinguish ourselves from Wray’s account for collective
reporting because we believe consensus is too strong a requirement in the context of
collaborative paper writing. Parts of a paper may rely on special expertise of a few
members which cannot be assessed by the other members, especially in large-scale
scientific projects with hundreds or thousands of collaborators, e.g., in high-energy
physics. In these cases, joint acceptance or consensus is not possible, and so it
cannot be the goal of deliberation.
In our view, the desired outcome of deliberation is to reach sufficient agreement
among the coauthors about what results to collectively report. Sufficient agreement
is reached when the individual collaborators’ views are such that when an
appropriate judgment aggregation function is applied to them, the resulting
published unit is consistent. We will argue below that proposition-wise majority
voting is this appropriate judgment aggregation function. The voting process that is
highlighted in judgment aggregation is hypothetical, and only comes into play after
any and all deliberation the scientists care to do has taken place. We recognize that
deliberation is an important part of the scientific process and we do not think a
voting procedure will replace it or be a better alternative.
Our judgment aggregation method says very little about how to best deliberate.
Instead, the formal requirements of judgment aggregation set a standard for the
result of deliberation.

4 The Role of Values
Another objection to judgment aggregation approaches is a concern about inductive
risk. In particular, Magnus (2013) worries that judgment aggregation procedures
idealize scientific reasoning such that the inference patterns captured by these
procedures cannot account for value judgments that scientists inevitably must make.
Scientists typically make inferences from data to conclusions, or at least decide
whether to publish the claim that some evidence sufficiently supports a hypothesis.
Such inferences can be uncertain, and to make them one must make the kind of
value judgments discussed by Rudner (1953) and Douglas (2009). Inferences of the
form E ! H can thus only be assessed if we know what risks are involved in
inferring H from E. Magnus’ worry is ‘‘[i]f we merely poll scientists [on E ! H],
then we will be accepting whatever judgments accord with their unstated values’’
(Magnus 2013, p. 847). As judgment aggregation functions ‘‘elide the role of
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values’’ (p. 848), they are not an adequate model of scientists’ collective
knowledge.
In Magnus (2013), this objection from inductive risk is aimed at the level of the
scientific community, in cases where it is important to base policy decisions on what
the community knows. However, this objection can be extended to the level of
research groups. If the research group is reporting research that has policy
ramifications, how can their value judgments be accounted for?
This objection is related to how deliberation relates to judgment aggregation.
Values may be elided if deliberation does not take place. As we have argued earlier,
deliberation and judgment aggregation are not mutually exclusive. Thus, judgment
aggregation will not replace the kind of analytic-deliberative process advocated for
by Douglas (2009) to deal with risks and values in science.
We argue below that the outcome of the analytic-deliberative process must be
consistent with a judgment aggregation function, reflecting a minimum level of
agreement between the scientists at the end of the process. If value judgments are
explicitly discussed, these value judgments should be made part of the agenda to be
(hypothetically) voted on. That is, in settling E ! H, various judgments about the
risk of the inference should be voted on as well. This vote is hypothetical; through
deliberation, we may find that disagreement over the risk is widespread and
therefore an aggregation is not possible (we will outline conditions for this below).
Or we may find that there is enough agreement among scientists about what the risks
are, making it possible to settle E ! H. Judgment aggregation does not need to
elide the role of values.
Someone sympathetic to Magnus’ objection might respond that whatever norms
governed the deliberation will themselves be elided in publication. However, we
think that to the extent that this is eliding value judgements it represents an
inevitable feature of publication. Suppose that a paper were single-authored, and
thus could be thought of in judgement aggregation terms as being subject to a
dictator. The dictator still has to decide whether conclusions could be safely inferred
from the available evidence, based on her values. While some argument for her
decisions could be given in the paper, she would quickly faces a regress if she
attempted to explicitly note all of the value judgements that informed her decisions.
Once propositions stating the relevant value judgement are affirmed in the paper
they become subject to the same requirements of evidence and support as any other
scientific assertion, requiring further value judgments to justify their inclusion. In
eliding the value judgements that inform deliberation coauthorship teams are in no
worse a position than the dictator. Some value judgements that informed paper
construction are inevitably elided in any document of finite length, whether the
paper is coauthored or not.
We suspect that part of what might make somebody think this is a special
problem for using judgement aggregation procedures to get at group opinion is that
one has in mind group belief in one of the stronger senses discussed in Sect. 2.
Under a summativist position on group belief E ! H should only be affirmed if all
or most of the group believe it. However, due to differing risk thresholds it could
come about that inconsistent standards for ‘belief’ are applied by various members
of the group, and the unity revealed by a vote is merely illusory. Perhaps this creates
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difficulty for a summativist wishing to say that the group believes E ! H. Under a
non-summativist position perhaps the proper procedure for forming group beliefs
must necessarily involve negotiation over the risks involved in affirming E ! H. A
group that fails to go through this process may thereby fail to form a properly
constituted group belief in E ! H, even if they come to agreement on the
proposition via vote.
We concede both these points as applied to group belief. However, we are
concerned in this paper with the formulation of a collaborative document, whose
content need not be the same as a group belief. As the case of the dictator makes
clear: some decisions must be made as to what goes into a paper, decisions that will
necessarily involve eliding or rendering non-apparent some of the value judgements
that inform them. As such, we do not think the objections raised here constitute a
problem for collaborative document formation, when that is considered separately
from group belief formation.

5 Desiderata for Judgment Aggregation in Collaborative Science
How, if at all, does the formal theory of judgment aggregation yield a solution to the
problem we have sketched?
One approach would be to investigate directly the epistemic properties of
judgment aggregation functions, e.g., their truth-conduciveness. But to recommend
the outcomes of such an investigation to scientists would require careful
consideration of its consequences at the social level. Recent work in social
epistemology has shown that the epistemically desirable features of individual
scientists’ (here, individual collaborations’) behavior do not necessarily scale up to
epistemically desirable features at the social level (Mayo-Wilson et al. 2011). To
our knowledge the question of what epistemic features individual papers need to
have to optimally contribute to science has not been settled, and we do not have the
ambition to settle it here. So it is not clear what we would be looking for if we
studied the epistemic properties of judgment aggregation functions directly.
For this reason we take a more indirect approach. We take the existing norms of
scientific publishing as given. For the purposes of this paper we assume that the
existing norms lead to fairly good (if not necessarily optimal) epistemic outcomes at
the social level, at least for single-authored publications. We also assume that
coauthored published units are held to the same normative standards as singleauthored publications. We then investigate the question which judgment aggregation function collaborating scientists should use in order to satisfy these existing
norms.
This approach has a number of advantages. First, rather than having to deduce the
desiderata for our judgment aggregation function from a substantive social
epistemological argument, we can obtain them inductively by studying the norms
scientists actually take themselves to be held to. The latter is a well-studied subject,
and we can draw upon existing work in the philosophy and sociology of science.
Second, the existing norms lend themselves well to being translated into desiderata
on judgment aggregation functions that have already been studied extensively. In
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contrast, only a few papers have studied the epistemic properties of judgment
aggregation functions directly (these papers draw on the Condorcet jury theorem in
various ways, see List 2005; Hartmann and Sprenger 2012; Bozbay et al. 2014, and
references therein). Third, as we will argue, the existing norms of science yield a
surprisingly specific verdict on the question which judgment aggregation function
should be used. And finally, it will be easier to convince scientists that they should
aggregate their judgments in a particular way if this requirement is seen to follow
from norms they already take themselves to be committed to.
We shall base our arguments on the norms of science studied by Merton (1942).
That is, scientists should impersonally assess claims (universalism), freely share
information (communism), be motivated by more than mere personal gain
(disinterestedness), and subject claims to rigorous criticism (organized skepticism).
The Mertonian norms have been widely discussed and criticized by other
sociologists of science. It goes beyond the scope of the present paper to survey the
entire controversy, from the existence of counter-norms to additional norms, or the
extent to which these norms are part of scientific practice (see Merton 1942; Mulkay
1976; Gibbs 1981). Nevertheless, the Mertonian norms persisted. Anderson et al.
(2010) have found continuing wide support for these norms through a large scale
sociological study (including focus groups and a survey of scientists in different
fields). The norms may present an overly idealistic and simplistic picture of science,
but it is still one that scientists take themselves to be commited to. Our arguments
depend on this commitment rather than on whether the norms are honored in
practice.
Merton’s and Anderson et al.’s work is based on study of the scientific
community at large, rather than specifically on research on groups as sub-units of
the scientific community. A potential concern is that the largely egalitarian
Mertonian norms only apply at the level of the community but not at the level of
collaborating groups; after all, even if scientists are equals as members of the
scientific community, when collaborating on a specific project they each have
specific roles and there is often a clear hierarchy among them.
We do not think that this is a tenable view of the operation of scientific norms. A
huge part of scientists’ interaction with each other qua scientists happens at the level
of research group; labs, departments, and collaborative groups more generally, are a
mainstay of institutional and group life for scientists. If these norms are not
operative in the context of such interactions then it is difficult to see why scientists
would think of them as general norms of scientific life. Further, role differentiation
and hierarchy exist in the context of the broader scientific community as well as just
within lab groups. If the Mertonian norms were not applicable when role
differentiation and hierarchy are present, they would scarce be operative within
scientific communal life at all. We hence take it that scientists themselves would
agree that these norms should guide their own practice in the context of
collaborative research.
A judgment aggregation function takes the judgments of a group of individuals
on a number of logically related propositions as input and yields the propositions to
be asserted in the published unit as output. The set of propositions on which the
individuals give their judgment is called the agenda. We assume that at least two
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propositions and either their conjunction or disjunction are included, and that for
any included proposition its negation is also included. We assume that individual
judgments are complete and consistent (in the sense given below).
We now introduce a number of constraints one might place on a judgment
aggregation function. For each of them, we discuss whether existing norms of
scientific publishing support this constraint.
1.

Completeness: The aggregation function judges all relevant propositions, i.e.,
for every proposition on the agenda, the published unit asserts it or its negation.

Completeness is not generally supported by a norm of science. It is true that
writing on some topics requires saying something about related topics, but this is
never so specific as to require either asserting or denying specific propositions.
2.

Consistency: The published unit is logically consistent.

Consistency reflects the norm that a published unit should not contradict itself.
That this is a norm we take to be evident. Self-contradiction is never acceptable in a
paper, be it single-authored or coauthored.
The normative status of consistency may be contested by those who note that
high level theories in physics are known to contradict each other and yet the
scientific community still seems happy to endorse them (Priest 2006, chapter 9). But
such a purported counterexample fails to pay attention to the level of analysis we are
working at. It may well turn out that the belief set we are led to by aggregating
multiple published units is itself inconsistent. In this paper, however, we are
concerned with those judgment aggregation procedures that operate to produce
published units. Such units are expected to be consistent.
3.

Deductive closure: Any proposition that logically follows from those asserted in
the published unit (and is included in the agenda) should be included in the
published unit.

Failure of this desideratum would be a case where a collaborative team asserts,
e.g., p and p ! q but fails to assert q. Since one may legitimately criticize a paper
for its logical consequences regardless of whether it is single-authored or
collaboratively authored, it seems that the norms of scientific publishing imply
that collaborative teams are committed to the logical consequences of their
assertions. The desideratum of deductive closure formalizes this, requiring logical
consequences to be explicitly asserted if they are part of the agenda.
If completeness is required, consistency entails deductive closure. But since we
will consider the possibility of not requiring completeness, it is important to
distinguish these two desiderata. Consider again the team asserting p and p ! q,
and suppose that q and :q are included in the agenda. Deductive closure requires
that the team also asserts q, whereas consistency forbids the team from also
asserting :q. Hence, it is possible to be deductively closed but inconsistent (assert
both q and :q) or to be consistent but not deductively closed (assert neither q nor
:q).
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Unanimity preservation: Whenever all individuals assert a given proposition,
the published unit should assert it too.

Unanimity constitutes the ideal case. If a collaborative team is going to create a
published unit, at the very least it should include those propositions (among those
that are relevant, as determined by the agenda) about which they all agree. Further,
as we shall discuss below, unanimity preservation has some support in the practice
of science.
5.

Anonymity: All individuals are considered equal. More formally, if the
judgments of two individuals are switched, the published unit does not change.

This is a reflection of the universalism norm (Merton 1942). This norm requires
that the contributions individual scientists make are to be evaluated independently
of the scientist who contributed them. In science it is the arguments that count, not
the personalities, though here we stress that these norms are not necessarily always
honored in practice! Recent evidence confirms that scientists remain committed to
this idea (Anderson et al. 2010, p. 9 and p. 15).
This norm entails that once the evidence has been gathered, decisions about what
should be included in the published unit should satisfy anonymity. To see why this
is so, it is important to pay attention to the phenomenon we intend to model. Those
involved in the collaboration have shared ideas and arguments; what remains is to
decide on what to report to the community at large. To be consistent with
universalism, whatever influence the personalities of the scientists involved may
permissibly have can come only through their presentation of arguments and
reasons that persuade their fellows. The mere fact that a particular person has a
particular preference cannot be an additional reason. To think otherwise is to
evaluate the object of preference in part as a function of the particular person
expressing the preference, a direct violation of universalism.
A possible objection to anonymity claims that the opinion of an expert on a
particular topic is often given greater weight. We discuss this objection below under
‘‘expert rights’’. We argue there that expert rights are not supported by the norms of
science, thus providing further (indirect) support for anonymity.
6.

Systematicity: If the judgments of all individuals are the same on two
propositions, then the published unit should either assert both of them or deny
both of them.

We will defend systematicity as a desideratum by linking it to organized
skepticism, another norm of science identified by Merton (1942). According to this
norm scientists should treat all propositions or commitments as open to investigation, not to be prejudged or accepted without being submitted to the reasoned
evaluation of the scientific community. Once again, both focus group study and a
national survey reported support for organized skepticism (Anderson et al.
2010, p. 9 and p. 15).
We interpret this norm as meaning that in the case of individual published units
all propositions should be held to the same standards regarding how much support
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they need from participants before they are asserted. That is, we take systematicity
to interpret organized skepticism in the context of collaborative published units. The
argument for this point is precisely parallel to the argument for anonymity via
universalism. Whatever preference is to be expressed for a particular proposition
must be a result of the reasons or evidence that have been presented in its favor. Any
additional preference shown to a proposition would constitute a violation of
organized skepticism.
One may contest this norm on Kuhnian grounds. Part of being inculcated into a
scientific tradition involves learning to take some things as not up for debate, and
there may well be good reasons for this dogmatism (Kuhn 1977). This observation,
however, is consistent with believing in systematicity as a norm of scientific
publishing. For such paradigm-defining propositions will receive universal assent
from the collaborators. So as long as unanimity preservation is required scientists
need not be willing to abandon paradigm-defining propositions. Hence we can insist
that there are no propositions that require more (or less) support from the
collaborative team in order to make it into the published unit, without contradicting
Kuhn’s insight.
While we take systematicity to be a norm of scientific publishing, the following
two departures from systematicity merit explicit attention. First, one might like to
distinguish between propositions that represent conclusions of the paper and
propositions that represent reasons or evidence for those conclusions. This suggests
judgment aggregation functions that violate systematicity. On a reasons-based
approach, one might first determine what the published unit is to say about the
reasons, and then determine what the published unit says about the conclusions
using deductive closure (disregarding individual judgments on the conclusions). Or,
on a conclusions-based approach, one might first determine which conclusions to
assert, and allow this to influence which reasons are asserted. There has been some
philosophical discussion of these approaches (Magnus 2013).
We think these approaches do not yield good recommendations for judgment
aggregation in science. First, they require a neat separation of propositions into
conclusions and reasons, which may not exist in practice: how about intermediate
conclusions, for instance? Second, in order for these approaches to have any
advantages over systematic ones (in the sense of avoiding the impossibility
theorems we discuss below), either the reasons or the conclusions must be logically
independent. Again, we think this will often not be the case in practice.
We admit that if the case can be made that these conditions are satisfied in a
particular judgment aggregation problem, reasons- or conclusions-based approaches
may be reasonable. But our aim here is to give a recommendation that applies more
generally. So we set these approaches aside.
A second departure from systematicity (as well as anonymity) might be
motivated by a desire to give special consideration to the opinion of experts on
particular propositions. The Nobel prize winning physicist Carlo Rubbia, for one,
seemed to think that there was some basis for doing this. When discussing with his
research team whether to include some contentious claims in an upcoming
presentation he said: ‘‘I cannot neglect the fact that people who are working on
[those aspects of the experiment under discussion] have more weight than people
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who aren’t’’ (Taubes 1986, p. 218). More generally, in contemporary big science it
is unavoidable that some scientists have a better understanding of some parts of the
collaborative project than others. Should this not be reflected in the judgment
aggregation function? For this purpose we introduce the idea of expert rights.
7.

Expert rights: A scientist has expert rights on a proposition if the published unit
always follows that scientist’s judgment on that proposition and its negation.

We do not think expert rights reflect a norm of scientific publishing. We think,
rather, that expertise should play its role in deliberation. One important part of being
an expert is to ‘‘be able to ‘give an account’ of what it is that she is expert in’’
(Annas 2001, p. 244). An expert should be able to explain why the other scientists
should agree with her on the propositions that she is expert in. As a result, the other
scientists will come to believe what the expert believes either through discussion
and deliberation or because they simply defer to the expert’s expertise. The expert
opinion will then make it into the published unit by unanimity preservation.
If one or more scientists, for whatever reason, sufficiently doubt the expert’s
opinion to maintain an individual judgment different from hers, then the mere fact
that she is the expert should not make her opinion prevail. It may prevail in the end,
but in our view it should do so on the basis of a systematic and anonymous
aggregation. Hence we think anonymity and systematicity reflect norms of scientific
publishing, and expert rights do not. A related reason to reject expert rights will be
given in Sect. 6.
8.

Acceptance/rejection neutrality: Whenever all individuals flip their judgment
on a given proposition, the published unit flips as well.

Acceptance/rejection neutrality is essentially systematicity applied to a proposition and its negation. As a result we think that acceptance/rejection neutrality must
be satisfied to respect Merton’s norm of organized skepticism. Doing otherwise
would be a way of favoring a proposition over its negation (or vice versa) not on the
basis of reasons or evidence, in violation of the norm. From a formal perspective
this is a fairly strong requirement: we will see below that if it is accepted our
proposal is in an important sense the only possibility.
9.

Universal domain: The aggregation function yields a published unit for any
possible combination of (complete and consistent) individual judgments.

Universal domain requires that a published unit is produced regardless of the
views of the individuals involved, i.e., no matter how much they disagree. This does
not seem to be a norm of scientific publishing: in cases of widespread disagreement
no published unit may be produced at all. Alternatively, some scientists may take
their name off a paper if they find themselves unable to support its conclusions. The
latter is commonly accepted practice, especially in large collaborations. This
happened, for example, when the Collision Detector at Fermilab (CDF) produced
evidence that some interpreted as evidence for mysterious extra muons: ghost
particles that are suggestive of new physics. The results were published in an online
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preprint, but they were so controversial that nearly a third of the roughly 600
scientists involved refused to sign it (CDF Collaboration 2008).

6 Possibilities and Impossibilities in Judgment Aggregation
In the previous section we argued that a judgment aggregation function for
collective reporting should satisfy consistency, deductive closure, unanimity
preservation, anonymity, systematicity, and acceptance/rejection neutrality, while
completeness, expert rights, and universal domain are not required. Now it is time to
consider whether the former can be simultaneously satisfied. Our starting point for
this discussion is a result by List and Pettit (2002). They prove that there exists no
judgment aggregation function which satisfies completeness, consistency (and
hence deductive closure), anonymity, systematicity, and universal domain (List and
Pettit 2002, Theorem 1).
It is perhaps disappointing that no such function exists, but it is not a major
setback. After all, we have argued that neither completeness nor universal domain
reflect norms of scientific publishing. We can drop either of those to avoid
impossibility. We argue that the most promising solution is found by dropping
universal domain. Part of our argument consists in showing that the two most
plausible alternatives that suggest themselves if we retain universal domain do not
get us very far, so we first consider these alternatives.
The first alternative is to drop the requirements of anonymity and systematicity,
replacing them with expert rights. However, we quickly run into impossibility again.
Say that two agenda propositions p and q are conditionally dependent if there exists
a set of agenda propositions such that the propositions in that set are inconsistent
with p and q but consistent with p or q. Suppose there are two scientists, each of
which has expert rights on one of a pair of conditionally dependent propositions
(this may not always be the case, but a sufficiently general norm for collaborative
publishing would have to cover this case). Then there is no judgment aggregation
function which satisfies consistency, unanimity preservation, expert rights, and
universal domain (Dietrich and List 2008a, Sect. 3.1).
Dietrich and List (2008a) consider ways to avoid this impossibility by weakening
universal domain. This would take us to a situation where both anonymity and
universal domain are violated. However, we have already argued that anonymity is a
norm of science, reflecting the principle that contributions to scientific research
should be evaluated independently of the person who offered the contribution.
Furthermore, impossibility can be avoided by restricting the domain even without
violating anonymity. Hence we do not find this route particularly attractive. We
conclude that insisting on expert rights is not a promising way to avoid
impossibility.
The second alternative is to avoid impossibility by allowing incomplete
aggregation functions. This allows us to have a judgment aggregation function
satisfying the other desiderata, at the cost of being unable to either assert or deny
every proposition under consideration. A natural way to implement this suggestion
is to have an aggregation function which asserts any proposition asserted by a
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supermajority of the scientists in the collaboration. For instance, one could require
that to assert some proposition (or its negation) at least two thirds of participating
scientists must agree on the matter. Where that agreement is lacking, for instance if
51% of participating scientists are in favor of asserting the proposition and 49%
against, the published unit simply remains quiet on the matter.
A judgment aggregation function that requires a sufficiently large supermajority,
i.e., of ðk  1Þ=k (where k is the size of the largest minimally inconsistent subset of
agenda propositions), satisfies consistency, unanimity preservation, anonymity,
systematicity, acceptance/rejection neutrality and universal domain. However,
among supermajority rules, the only one that satisfies deductive closure is the one
that asserts only those propositions about which the individuals are unanimous
(Dietrich and List 2008b, corollary 1.a). Anything short of that, and the group risks
putting itself in the position of asserting in the published unit that p and that p ! q,
but refusing to assert q.
So if we insist on deductive closure (as we have argued we should), then relaxing
completeness yields an aggregation function according to which collaborating
scientists can assert only those propositions about which they are unanimous (call
this ‘‘unanimity rule’’). Unanimity rule is thus one possible solution to the problem
of judgment aggregation in science.
Moreover, unanimity rule appears to have the support of the International
Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE). In a document with recommendations for authors involved in collaborative scientific projects, the ICMJE writes
that ‘‘[a]ll members of the group named as authors... should have full confidence in
the accuracy and integrity of the work of other group authors’’ (ICMJE 2013, p. 3),
which we read as a requirement of unanimity. Hence there appears to be some
support for unanimity preservation in scientific practice. We should note that this
requirement is probably motivated by ethical rather than epistemic considerations,
in particular related to assigning blame in cases of suspected fraud. The epistemic
importance of fraud, however, has been highlighted in recent work in the social
epistemology of science (Bruner 2013; Bright 2017). As such, there may be both an
ethical and epistemic case for the ICMJE’s recommendation.
Despite all this, we think that unanimity rule is too restrictive to recommend as a
general rule of judgment aggregation for collaborating scientists. Based on
anecdotal evidence, we think that working scientists do not regard this norm as
realistic and hence ignore it. From an epistemic perspective, it seems too strict of a
requirement to say that every scientist in a collaboration has to agree to a particular
proposition for them to be able to assert it as a group, especially in large-scale
collaborations. Thus, insofar as relaxing completeness leads us to endorsing
unanimity rule as the only valid way of aggregating judgments in collaborative
science, we conclude that relaxing completeness is not a particularly promising way
to avoid impossibility.
This brings us to our preferred suggestion: dropping universal domain. If this is
done, the other desiderata can be satisfied. In this case proposition-wise majority
voting emerges as a reasonable aggregation procedure. Proposition-wise majority
voting considers each proposition individually, asserting it in the published unit if
the majority of individuals asserts it, and denying it if the majority denies it.
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Proposition-wise majority voting satisfies unanimity preservation, anonymity,
systematicity, and acceptance/rejection neutrality. It also satisfies completeness if
the number of individuals is odd. When there is an even number of individuals,
completeness does not hold in general as there may be ties on some propositions
(but recall that we do not think completeness is normatively required).
The question is what restrictions need to be put on the domain to make sure it
satisfies consistency and deductive closure as well. Dietrich and List (2010)
consider a number of structural domain restrictions, the most general of which they
call value restriction. Say that the individuals’ judgments are value-restricted if any
inconsistent set of propositions contains two propositions such that no individual
asserts both of these propositions. Value restriction is sufficient for consistency
(Dietrich and List 2010, proposition 7.a).
Value restriction is a sufficient condition, not a necessary one. A necessary and
sufficient (but not structural) domain restriction is majority-consistency, which
simply requires that there is no inconsistent subset of propositions asserted by a
majority of the individuals (Dietrich and List 2010, Sect. 7). While this is not a very
informative condition, it is worth emphasizing that proposition-wise majority voting
may lead to a consistent published unit even when individual judgments are not
value-restricted. We see no reason why a collaborative team should not be allowed
to publish in such a case.
If consistency is satisfied and the number of individuals is odd, then deductive
closure is also satisfied because completeness and consistency jointly imply it. If the
number of individuals is even and greater than two, there are cases where
proposition-wise majority voting produces a consistent but not deductively closed
published unit. This can be solved by further restricting the domain. A sufficient but
not necessary condition is that there are no ties. As with value restriction we do not
insist on this: we simply recommend that a published unit is produced whenever
proposition-wise majority voting leads to consistent and deductively closed
judgments, and otherwise not.
An interesting special case occurs when there are exactly two individuals. In this
case proposition-wise majority voting is identical to unanimity rule: the only way a
proposition can be supported by a majority is if both individuals are willing to assert
it. In this special case proposition-wise majority voting satisfies consistency and
deductive closure and even universal domain, but not completeness. This seems
right to us; if one is working with just one coauthor both should agree on what is
written.
These results leave open the question whether some aggregation function might
satisfy the same desiderata (perhaps even on a larger domain). The requirement of
acceptance/rejection neutrality can be used to alleviate this worry. By Dietrich and
List (2010, theorem 1), no other function than proposition-wise majority voting
satisfies consistency, anonymity, and acceptance/rejection neutrality, assuming a
minimally rich domain. (A minimally rich domain is one which contains all bipolar
sets of individual judgments for all the propositions under consideration. A set of
individual judgments is bipolar if the individuals only judge one proposition. This is
a somewhat technical, but relatively weak condition.)
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We conclude that, given the norms scientists already take themselves to be held
to, collaborating scientists should produce papers only where they are consistent
with the following judgment aggregation procedure. Use proposition-wise majority
voting whenever it yields a consistent and deductively closed published unit, and do
not produce a published unit at all when it does not. This satisfies all the desiderata
for whose normativity we have argued.

7 Applying Our Proposal
It is interesting and somewhat surprising that the existing norms of science yield
such a specific recommendation regarding the normative ideal of a judgment
aggregation procedure for collaborative published units. We briefly consider two
examples of how one might apply our recommendation. First, we look at one of the
most direct cases of judgment aggregation procedures in science: consensus
conferences. Consider this description of the procedure at a consensus conference:
[A] group of experts called the ‘‘consensus panel’’...is brought together in an
open, widely advertised public forum to review and examine recent research
findings. The findings are presented by the actual investigators or speakers to
the conference forum in order to develop written recommendations called a
consensus statement (CS) that address a number of important specific issues or
consensus questions concerning a medical technology. (Wortman et al.
1988, p. 471)
Such conferences have received some attention in the philosophical literature, in
particular in work by Solomon (2007, 2011, 2015) on consensus conferences in
medicine. Our work here sheds new light on the puzzles raised by consensus
conferences. Consensus conferences embody precisely the scenario we are
modeling. Teams of researchers, clinicians, and other relevant experts come
together to produce a joint document. Each person invited is supposed to have input,
otherwise there would be no point inviting them. But there is no guarantee they will
have precisely the same beliefs before or after the conference; if it was evident what
the consensus is or should be one need not have a consensus conference. Since a
consensus conference is a gathering of scientists the social norms of science should
govern the behavior of participants in these conferences.
Depending on the topic of the consensus conference, non-scientists sometimes
participate. We will narrow our discussion here to conferences where the aim is to
settle scientific questions, rather than conferences on policy recommendations.
Different norms may govern conferences with other aims.
Most obviously, our proposal suggests two things. First, consensus (read as
unanimity) need not be thought of as required or preferred, as it sometimes is in
practice (Solomon 2011, p. 239). Second, what is needed instead is a majority in
favor of each proposition that is to end up in the consensus statement. Note also that
these conferences are an occasion where it is possible to run literal votes and decide
what goes into the final document based on proposition-wise majority voting, at
least regarding the central questions for which the consensus conference is held. At
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the same time, as emphasized above, our proposal does not require an explicit
voting mechanism.
The third upshot of our proposal is a failure condition: a condition under which it
would be inappropriate for the consensus conference to produce a document. As
Solomon notes, it is not obvious that a brief conference of non-randomly selected
experts will reach an epistemically praiseworthy consensus (Solomon 2011, p. 239).
In particular, Solomon raises the worry that in our post-Kuhnian age the process of
reaching consensus by means of group deliberation by scientists may be
epistemically questionable, since there may not be any norms which govern how
one might reach consensus that will be seen as sufficiently objective (Solomon
2007, p. 169).
An upshot of our work in Sect. 6 is that scientists should refuse to publish in
cases where proposition-wise majority vote would result in a contradictory paper. If
we insist that participants in consensus conferences actually hold a vote on the
central questions we have a means of detecting and acting upon cases where it
would be improper to issue a consensus document. This method of ruling out
pseudo-consensuses is not ad hoc. Rather it is motivated by independent
considerations regarding the social norms of science (here, in particular the norm
of producing consistent published units). The possibility of such principled refusals
to reach consensus can assuage worries one might have that consensus conferences
generate epistemically unworthy consensuses. First, one is at least assured that any
document created after a consensus conference is not a result of mere desperation.
Second, since this method is motivated by pre-existing norms of science, it can
share in whatever legitimacy those norms already enjoyed.
Our proposal also applies to the more everyday scientific activity of publishing
coauthored papers. Our present sense of how paper writing is carried out, based on
our own anecdotal experience and the observations of Wagenknecht (2015) cited in
Sect. 2, is that it represents some admixture of expert rights and unanimity rule.
Some participants write individual sections which are especially close to their areas
of expertise, and drafts are shared with coauthors given the opportunity to veto the
inclusion of propositions they are unwilling to assert (perhaps by modifying the
sentences expressing them). Before we normatively appraise this, we first and
foremost advocate empirical research targeted at the details of practices like these,
particularly with an eye toward the judgment aggregation functions thereby
implicitly embodied. It would also be worthwhile to know how and why the
presently applied norms for judgment aggregation in coauthoring papers came
about, since this may shed light on what challenges were addressed by the present
system and hence what its epistemic advantages may be.
If it turns out that scientists occasionally or even regularly publish coauthored
papers in which propositions are asserted that do not command majority support
from their authors, we would advocate reform. The most direct method of ensuring
that proposition-wise majority voting is followed would be to list central claims in a
given draft paper, circulate that list among coauthors to solicit votes, and edit the
paper in light of the majority opinion.
But this may seem somewhat unnatural to scientists, and our point is not to insist
that some formalized voting procedure is implemented. As discussed in Sect. 3, we
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do not mean for judgment aggregation to replace discussion or deliberation. Our
focus is rather on checking that after the published unit is finished the propositions
asserted therein appropriately reflect the views of the individuals involved in the
collaboration (after due discussion and deliberation). We have argued that, in order
to respect the pre-existing social norms of science, each proposition asserted in the
published unit should command majority support from among these individuals.

8 Conclusion
We draw attention to three propositions we have argued for in this paper in order to
suggest avenues for future research. First, we have argued that there is an analytic
difference between collaborative teams’ published units of scientific work, and the
group beliefs of such teams. This distinction deserves more attention because norms
appropriate when producing one may not be appropriate when producing the other.
Second, we have argued that the norms working scientists accept prescribe a
particular rule for aggregating judgments when producing published units:
proposition-wise majority voting. Third, as a consequence of the previous two
points and contrary to the advice of the ICMJE, scientists may permissibly sign their
names to papers that contain propositions they do not agree with.
We believe that people can, and often do, publish statements they do not believe
and may not consider themselves committed to. There exists plenty of anecdotal
evidence supporting this. For example, in a recent interview, Richard Lewontin
disclosed that his famous coauthored paper with the late Stephen Jay Gould, ‘‘The
Spandrels of San Marco’’, had been mostly written by Gould alone (Wilson 2015).
The Spandrels paper, as it is often called, is now recognized to be one of the most
significant papers in evolutionary biology but was extremely controversial at the
time of publication in 1979. In the interview, Lewontin indicated that he did not
completely agree with the more polemic sections of the classic paper, which were
penned by Gould exclusively.
We believe that instances like this are not uncommon in science. As scientists
have an incentive to publish often, they may publish papers they believe broadly
even though they disagree with their coauthors in details. While our view entails
that this is sometimes permissible, note that we do not provide a blanket
endorsement of this phenomenon. For example, another consequence of our
proposal is that in the particular case of collaborations between two scientists, both
authors should agree to everything that is written. If Lewontin’s comments about the
Spandrels paper are to be taken seriously, the paper should have been singleauthored.
It will be instructive to see what links can be drawn between the norms for group
belief and scientific publication. As noted in Sect. 2 we do not take ourselves to
have directly addressed that question in this paper; we hence believe there is room
for further work. If we are correct, published units may be produced the content of
which is not universally assented to by all its authors. This may be thought to violate
an intuitive norm of honesty. If such a norm exists it is not clear why it should be
permissibly violated in science, since in single-authored papers, for instance, one
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would expect the author to assent to all propositions asserted. (Note that
proposition-wise majority voting also entails that in single authored papers authors
should assent to all propositions, so this case cannot decide between our proposal
and a putative honesty norm.) Future research may investigate whether such an
honesty norm is or should be operative in science.
We note that such research on honesty norms and producing collective research
documents could profitably connect up with more general prior work on the
relationship between questions of epistemic responsibility, authorship, and collaborative research (Kukla 2012; Winsberg et al. 2014; Huebner et al. 2017). We have
in this paper argued on the basis of egalitarian Mertonian norms that collaborating
scientists should be given an equal say in final decisions as to what to assert in
published research. We have not, however, touched upon questions of epistemic
responsibility, implicit in any discussion of an honesty norm and made explicit in
discussions of accountability for errors or task allocation in collaborative research.
Whether or not our egalitarian conclusions could be sustained in light of a more
complete picture of the allocation of epistemic responsibilities in collaborative
research is hence an important question for evaluating the tenability of our proposal.
One striking instance of the issues raised for epistemic responsibility by our
proposal concerns the role of undergraduate coauthors. If we are right, then as
authors they should get equal say in deciding what propositions are asserted in the
published unit. Since there may sometimes be large numbers of such researchers,
they may thus be given a great degree of epistemic power, should they act
collectively. If this is felt undesirable, we think this signals that the undergrads
should not have been included as authors in the first place. Failing that, however, we
maintain that if they did the work, their opinion should be taken seriously. Taking
this on board as a practical implication of our proposal may require significant shifts
in the practice of collaborative research.
We have argued that the norms scientists accept as properly governing their practice
entail that, once a published unit is finished, each proposition therein should be
supported by a majority of its authors. We have not argued that scientists in fact obey
these norms. Future research could thus profitably investigate where scientists’
practice deviates from these norms and what consequences this has for coauthored
publication (see Sect. 7). We have also not argued that scientists’ preferred norms are
epistemically optimal. We hence also recommend future work developing metrics of
epistemic optimality with which to evaluate proposition-wise majority voting against
alternatives, in the context of judgment aggregation for coauthored papers.
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